ABOUT THE MAP

4.8 out of 5 on Amazon Ratings
• Product Category: Trails Illustrated
• Scale: 1:50,000

New for this Revision
• Updated campsite information
• Updated trail alignments
• Hiking trail descriptions
• Backcountry canoe locations
• Trail distances

Cartographic staff partnered with the National Park Service during the review process.

Included on all Trails Illustrated maps:
• Navigational grids
• Contours and hill shading
• Trail use
• All public lands are shown
• Printed on waterproof paper
• Leave No Trace Outdoor Ethics©

CONTACT

Please contact National Geographic Maps at mapsinfo@natgeo.com

A portion of the proceeds from map sales supports National Geographic Society’s nonprofit work in conservation, exploration, and education. National Geographic Society receives funds from National Geographic Partners LLC, funded in part by map sales.